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Candlesticks
Price creates various candlestick patterns in the
market that can give you a higher probability of price
going the way you’d like it to. It’s important to
understand that the candlestick patterns only matter if
they are off of a significant level in the market
(Support or Resistance). Candlesticks that form in
between a support and resistance level are simply
filler candlesticks that should be ignored.

Most Powerful Candlesticks
The most powerful candlesticks in trading are the
engulfing candles, hammers, pin bars, and hanging man
patterns
.Entries can be taken after the closure of any
of these candles.
Seeing these patterns form at significant levels
indicate that the momentum is shifting into the
opposite direction.
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The bearish hammercloses with a long wick rejection
from a level of resistance. It closes back u
nderthe
level of resistance and has little to no wick on the
bottom side.
The bullish hammercloses with a long wick rejection
from a level of support. It closes back a
bovethe level
of support and has little to no wick on the top side.

The hanging man candlesforms opposite of the hammer
candlesticks. Price shoots a long wick in the overall
direction that the market is expected to push towards.
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The bullish pin baris similar to the bullish hammer
candle. The rejection wick is usually a bit more
exaggerated though.Price will push the opposite way of
the wick which was formed.This pattern is only valid
from support.
The bearish pin baris similar to the bearish hammer
candle.Price will push the opposite way of the wick
which was formed.This pattern is only valid from
resistance.

The bullish engulfing i
s a 2 candle reversal pattern
that involves a bearish candle and a bullish candle
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which engulfs the bearish candle’s body fully.This
candlestick is only valid off of support.
The bearish engulfing i
s a 2 candle reversal pattern
that involves a bullish candle and a bearish candle
which engulfs the bullish candle’s body fully.This
candlestick is only valid off of resistance.

These are the only candlestick patterns that we will be
using as a confirmation for an entry in the markets.
Candlestick patterns add another confluence to our
reasons for entering a particular trade once we combine
it with the rest of our analysis tools to get an edge
over the market.

Doji Candlesticks

These Candlestick patterns are to be ignored when they
are formed. Doji candles are made of all wicks and no
candle bodies. This is an indication that price is
stalling and that the market is currently indecisive or
neutral.
ALWAYS WAIT FOR THE CANDLESTICKS TO CLOSE BEFORE
ENTERING THE TRADE!
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This is extremely important! Price can make surprising
moves in the last few seconds before it closes.
Every timeframe will have these patterns. We will
mostly be paying attention to these patterns forming on
our lower entry time frames.

Market Reversal Patterns
Market patterns are formations created by candlesticks
that can give us insight on when/where price may want
to go next.

Double Top’s 
also known as
an “M” formation is a
reversal pattern that forms
at resistance. Price tests
and reverses from the same
level of resistance then
breaks the neckline to make
a lower low.
Double Bottom’s a
lso known
as a “W” formation is a
reversal pattern that forms
at support. Price tests and
reverses from the same
level of support then
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breaks the neckline to make a higher high.

Head And Shoulders
formation is a bearish
reversal pattern that forms
at resistance. Price
transitions from an uptrend
(higher highs and higher
lows) to a downtrend (lower
highs and lower lows). The
best entry is on the right
shoulder (lower high).
Inverted Head And Shoulders
formation is a bullish
reversal pattern that forms
at support. Price
transitions from a
downtrend (lower highs and
lower lows) to an uptrend
(higher highs and higher
lows). The best entry is on
the right shoulder (higher
low).
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Consolidation Patterns
The market moves in cycles of impulse legs (HH’s or
LL’s), retracements (pull backs), and accumulation
ranges (Consolidation).

The rectangle pattern f
orms
when price continues testing
the same highs and lows
without creating a new higher
higher or lower low.This
formation is based on the
candle body closes. The best
way to trade this pattern is
to wait for a breakout and
retest of the consolidation
box.
The Bearish Triangle
pattern 
forms when price
starts squeezing while
still making lower highs
and higher lows. This is
usually a continuation
pattern in a downtrend.
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Wait for a break and retest of the triangle.
The Bullish Triangle
pattern 
forms when price
starts squeezing while
still making higher lows
and lower highs. This is
usually a continuation
pattern in an uptrend.

The Falling Wedge
pattern 
forms when price
starts squeezing while
making lower highs and
lower lows. This is
usually a continuation
pattern in a downtrend
.Trades can be entered
from the descending trendline or on the break and
retest of support.
The Rising Wedge
pattern 
forms when
price starts squeezing
while making higher
lows and higher highs.
This is usually a
continuation pattern in
an uptrend .Trades can
be entered from the
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ascending trendline or on the break and retest of
resistance.

Price Action
The movement of a specific chart’s price over time.
Technical analysis allows us to use price action in
order to help determine a bias of where price is
heading next. By analyzing the candlesticks at certain
levels in price action, we can get better insight on
why price chose to rise or fall after they were
printed.
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Market Structure
The market can only move 3 ways. Up,down, or sideways.
Our job as professional traders is to get into the
market at the best price which is where the phrase buy
low, sell high comes from.
UPTREND = HH’s and HL’s DOWNTREND = LH’s and LL’s
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We can accomplish this by understanding how the market
moves. In the diagram, you can see the price started
from a low point then rose to a high. We get a pull
back to a higher low, then a continuation which pushes
us to a higher high than the previous one.This confirms
that we are currently in an uptrend.
Note: A higher low is only confirmed once it leads to a
higher high.
As we continue, you’ll notice after our 3rd higher
high, price decides to fall lower than our last higher
low. In order to maintain an uptrend we need higher
highs and higher lows. Since this is no longer
maintained, we’ve now started the transition to a
downtrend. In order for it to be confirmed, we’d need
to see price make a new lower high that leads to a new
lower low, which we get.
We’d now expect price to continue the downtrend until
price breaks the last lower high point.
In order to get in and out of trades with the least
amount of risk, we want to buy at higher low points and
sell at lower high points. This will allow us to assume
the least amount of risk for the greatest amount of
reward.
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Support And Resistance
Support And Resistance levels are horizontal lines that
act as a ceiling (resistance) or floor (support) for
price action.
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When price hits a strong level of support it will push
up to a resistance. When price hits a strong resistance
it will push to support. Think of S&R as a train
heading from one train station to the next. Combining
this with our knowledge of candlesticks and market
structure will allow us to take advantage of the swings
in the market.It is best to draw S&R on higher time
frames like the H4 or Daily.

Supply And Demand Zones
Supply And Demand Zones are areas in the market in
which price shows signs of weakness,exhaustion, and
reversal.
Supply is a “resistance zone” while Demand is a
“Support zone”.

Demand Zonesare created
when a bearish candle
closes, then a bullish
candle rejects and closes
away from the support level
leaving behind a wick.The
wick signals
exhaustion.Price almost
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always comes back to retest demand in a uptrend.
Supply Zonesare created
when a bullish candle
closes, then a bearish
candle rejects and
closes away from the
resistance level leaving
behind a wick.Price
almost always comes back
to retest supply in a
downtrend.

Market Flow
Market flow refers to the overall direction of the H4
time frame which we use for market structure.
There are two different types of structure. Market
structure which is the macro view of price movement and
Price action structure which is the micro view of price
movement.
Market Structure Example

Price Action Structure Example
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As you can see from the examples, price action
structure focuses on the details within the bigger
picture while market structure is focused on solely the
bigger picture.
By utilizing knowledge of both types of structure, we
are able to fine tune our entries and avoid a lot of
“manipulation” that most retail traders get caught in.
For example: Price is currently in an uptrend in market
structure. As long as price doesn’t break the last
higher low it’s still in an uptrend. Many traders would
still be looking for buys while we’re able to spot the
transition that’s coming.
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Session Based Volume
Session based volume is a strategy based off of the
different main trading sessions (New York, London,
Etc.)
Since New York and London are the most volatile
sessions, we’ll be using these for examples. If you
drop a vertical line every day at 11pm pst on GBPJPY,
you’ll notice that a big move happens shortly after.
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That is because most of the volatility comes into the
market when that countries banks open up and start
putting in institutional orders.
We now know that around 11pm-12am pst would be the best
time to look for trades on this pair. Now let’s find
the worst time. An easy way to find this is by looking
for consolidation.
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I’ve now highlighted from 2pm pst (market close) to
11pm pst. You can see that price consolidated much more
during these times on a consistent basis than any other
time periods.
This lets us know that we shouldn’t be looking for
trades during these times. If we do, we’re increasing
our risk of taking a loss from stop hunts, false
breakouts, and consolidation.
Make sure to always trade during your pairs session
times.
Holding trades through other sessions are perfectly
fine.

Session Highs & Lows
As you dive deeper into how the markets move, you’ll
start to notice patterns. One of them is price
retesting the same levels of liquidity from previous
sessions. Banks and institutions like to get in at the
best prices but since they are spread out amongst 4
major sessions, price is likely to retest levels of
major liquidity before making its big move.
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As you can see in the examples above, price created a
new level of liquidity during london session, then
retested it in NY session before blasting off.
This is bank behavior.
Retail traders would be taken out of the market due to
fear of the market going against them as well as tight
stop losses. This is why our supply and demand strategy
works so well.
Backtest this and see how much it occurs for your self.
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Putting It Altogether
Now that we understand the various components that will
allow us to build confluence and confidence to take a
trade, let’s break a trade down.

In the diagram above, you can see that market structure
was in a 
downtrendwhich means we’re looking for 
sells
.
After we make a lower low (marked lower low) we get a
retrace. Price then creates a 
supply zoneby rejecting
a level of r
esistance
. We now would draw our 
zoneand
wait for price to come back and interact with it.
During l
ondon sessionprice retests our zone (Magic..)
and we would take our entry off of a lower time frame
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market patternin confluence with a c
andlestick
reversal pattern.
By combining the knowledge of all of the tools we
learned about throughout this ebook, we were able to
pinpoint the perfect entry to sell high and catch the
entire next leg of structure in the market.

Risk To Reward
Now that you understand how to read the markets and
find high quality setups, the next step is creating a
payment plan. This is where risk to reward comes in.
I advise all traders (especially new ones) to only take
setups that yield at least a 1:3 (reward is triple what
you risk) RR. By only taking 1:3 trades you’ll only
need to win 33% of the time which will aid you in your
process of becoming profitable. TechnicalGods approach
to the markets has been proven to consistently bring in
a 82% profitability factor.
The true art of trading is capital preservation.
How could you maximize earnings while minimizing risk?
Here are a few ideas to apply for your trading.
Create a definite trade management plan. Have a strict
rule for taking profits. For example, I take profits at
3 different levels. Once the first one is hit, i
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partial out a predetermined percent of my trade and
decrease my stop loss to a predetermined amount. This
now allows me to pay myself, as well as now decreasing
my risk in the market where even if the trade stops me
out now, i’ve partialed out more than my stop loss is
worth.
This will also help you with being comfortable holding
trades for longer periods of time.

Thinking In Probabilities
One of the biggest misconceptions about trading is that
with an edge you can “beat” the markets or find a way
to win 100% of the time. This is entirely false and
anyone who speaks of something like this is a
fraudster, The truth about the market is that there’s
NO certainty on any given trade. What does this mean?
This means that it doesn’t matter how many confluences
you have on a particular setup in the market, it can
still fail. There could be news that spikes the market,
flash crash, you may have forgotten to look at higher
timeframe structure, you may have took a trade from a
signal, the list goes on.
Since there’s no certainty in the markets, the only way
to ensure that you stay in the game is by using proper
risk management. When first learning to trade, stick to
a maximum of 1% risk. This means that you can lose 100
trades before blowing your initial capital. Once you’re
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more experienced, 2-3% is a good risk level on your
highest probability setups.

I’ve attached a chart above, explaining how much you
would need to make back depending on the percentage
loss.
As you can see at a loss of 10% and more, you’d need to
make back more than you lost.many new traders risk
around 50% of their account on one trade thinking they
will “flip” their money. In reality they’re digging
their own grave. In order to recover from a 50% loss,
you’d now need to make 100% of your account back. The
best traders and hedge funds in the world don’t even
make anywhere close to 100% returns.
Trade smart. Control your capital.
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Psychology
After learning to trade and getting your feet wet in
the markets, you’ll quickly learn that their must be
another piece to the puzzle. Although you know what to
look for in the markets, when to enter, exit, etc.
somehow you’re taking immeasurable losses and blowing
accounts.
This comes down to your psychology. Psychology is the
scientific study of the mind and behaviour.Trading goes
against the traits we naturally developed being human.
We were designed to be able to think, feel, analyze,
and understand deeply. Better than any other species.
While this is an advantage, It’s also our biggest
setback as traders. Most of us come into trading lured
in by the enticing possibilities of how much money can
be made. But as you will learn If you haven’t already,
Chasing money in the markets is one of many ways to
blow your account.
The key to getting control over our minds and our
trading career is mindfulness. The definition of
mindfulness is “the quality or state of being conscious
or aware of something.”
Without awareness of an issue it will never be solved.
By becoming aware of your thoughts, emotions, and
actions related to trading you will start to understand
why you are getting the results you’ve been getting.
There are many ways to increase awareness.
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● Meditation
● Exercise
● Healthy Eating
● Fasting
● Etc
The main thing when trying to develop your awareness is
consistency. Doing one of the things listed above for 2
days and stopping will not yield desired results in
your trading.

Developing Your Approach
Now that you understand the basic concepts of how
TechnicalGods trade and think, you can now apply them
and tweak them to your liking. For example, if you only
can trade early mornings, then a USD pair may work
better to trade so that you can trade New York session.
If you have backtested and found that a certain
candlestick pattern can increase the probability of the
trade going your way, add it to your trading plan!
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BONUS CONTENT:
With that being said, thank you so much for reading
this ebook. Trading is my true passion and i'm glad I
can pass on knowledge to others.
Although we compiled tons of gems in this ebook,this
doesn’t even scratch the surface on how in depth we go
with the knowledge that we teach our students on a
daily basis.
If you’ve been struggling with consistency, developing
a strategy, becoming profitable, or developing your
psychology, TechnicalGods is the right place to be.
We have a hands on approach. We offer 1 on 1 mentoring
to all of our students which allows you to grow at a
much faster pace than if you were just learning on your
own or with solely videos.
Below is a code to receive25%off of our lifetime
membership w access to our online course, private
members groups, signals, and more.
Use Code “
TGFX25”
at Checkout
www.TGFX-Academy.com
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